Quick crossword no 15,450

Across
1  Intensely painful (12)
2  Noteworthy special quality (1-6)
3  Play boisterously (4)
4  Curved outwards (6)
5  Conventional — customary (8)
6  Opening through which fluid can pass (5)
7  Rhinestone Cowboy singer (4,8)
8  Say something very embarrassing (4,1,7)
9  Kingdom (5)
10 Streamlined cover for an aircraft engine (7)
11 Domestic animals (4)
12 Tyrannical (8)
13 Riders (8)
14 Non-metallic element found in all organic compounds (6)
15 Rarely (6)
16 Rescue (7)
17 Relating to living organisms (6)
18 Killer (8)
19 Violent weather (5)
20 Spill the beans (4)
21 Place of detention for those awaiting trial (6,6)

Down
2  Noteworthy special quality (1-6)
3  Play boisterously (4)
4  Curved outwards (6)
5  Conventional — customary (8)
6  Opening through which fluid can pass (5)
7  Rhinestone Cowboy singer (4,8)

Solution no 15,449

NOBEAR ASHRA
AT ESE BET ETA
P O S T O R N
TRASOM ORGAN
O O P A A T K
VOKA KISITU
LGOO 1 7

THUPENNCAVAX
3 E A B G
HATCUQ KABAD
AT E E A

MEBON OMNIBUS
O E E B
DUGGER HEALER